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YOU ARE INVITED to a Nordic Heat Master Class in Grimsby, North-East Lincolnshire
focusing on solutions and strategies to reduce the heat demand when connecting
existing buildings to heat networks.

THE OBJECTIVE is to provide a deeper insight into the strategies, technologies and
practices that achieve rapid and significant energy efficiency gains following the
retrofit of existing buildings (including housing). The session will also highlight major
business opportunities in local supply chains for retrofit energy efficiency solutions in
existing buildings.

FOCUS - Topics addressed at the session include;
• Potential – available savings in energy efficiency
• Priorities – identifying the ‘low hanging fruits’
• Solutions – technologies and best practice
• Execution – strategy and resources
• Savings – bundled packages of standardized solutions
• Selling – packaging a customized value proposition

SPEAKERS – A group of highly experienced professionals from relevant sectors –
energy customers, developers, energy operators, solution providers and investors

FEE – The Master Class is offered free of charge to local authorities and public
institutions Commercial stakeholders are charged a fee – details on page 2.

VENUE – CATCH Training Centre in Grimsby – details on page 2.
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NORDIC HEAT MASTER CLASS – ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS

TARGET AUDIENCE

• Project managers and teams involved in district energy and EfW (energy from waste) investment projects
• Decision makers in local authorities, investment companies and with other relevant stakeholders
• Representatives from local and international supply chains
• Developers and real estate companies
• Industry, organisations, universities and colleges involved in the energy sector

VENUE

The training will be held at CATCH Training Centre in Grimsby, North-East Lincolnshire.
Redwood Park Estate 
Stallingborough 
North East Lincolnshire 
DN41 8TH 

FEE

• Free of charge for local authorities and public stake holders
• £150 (excl. VAT) for local suppliers (max 2 participants per company)
• £450 (excl. VAT) for national & international suppliers (max 2 participants per company)

REGISTRATION & QUESTIONS

NORDIC HEAT ACADEMY – Training & Advisory Services in District Energy
Nordic Heat was founded in 2014 by a group of municipality owned energy operators in Sweden, all with more than 50
years of experience in installing and operating profitable district energy schemes in a deregulated energy market. The
mission is to provide peer-to-peer assistance to new entrants in the process of installing competitive, reliable and
sustainable district energy solutions. Since the start some 3000 professionals in 8 markets have taken part in the training
and advisory services offered by Nordic Heat.

PEER-TO-PEER

PUBLIC TO PUBLIC

NOT FOR PROFIT

BACKGROUND & SCOPE

Improving energy efficiency in existing buildings goes hand in hand with the implementation of heat
networks. In buildings around the world, heating and cooling account for 35 to 60 percent of total energy
demand and, on average, produce nearly 40 percent of emissions. This is why modern district energy
schemes have a demand driven design. By reducing the demand for heat as much as possible, costs of
installing and operating the system can be minimised. Experiences in Scandinavia indicate that connecting
buildings to district energy will, over time, reduce the demand for heat by 20%.

The heat network project currently being investigated in Grimsby is expected to generate similar
opportunities. This is of particular interest, not only to developers and operators of buildings, but also to local
supply chains providing technologies and services in the real estate sector.

During the Master Class we will provide an overview of proven technologies and best practice, based upon
experiences in Scandinavia. We will also highlight innovative solutions, some of which explore new
opportunities offered by digital technologies. Our overall ambition is to present hands-on, ready to be
implemented solutions that show how cost efficient and rapid energy savings can be achieved.
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TO THE FUTURE
BRIDGING THE GAP

BACKGROUND – INVESTING IN NEW ENERGY

North East Lincolnshire (NE LINC) is about to bring heat underground to its residents. The
region is already well placed to be at the forefront of the offshore and onshore renewables
industry in the UK, which has the potential to act as a key driver of future economic growth in
North East Lincolnshire. As a next step the city has launched the preparations of what may
over time become a Borough wide heat network. Investing in District Energy is good news for
the citizens in the entire region, opening up a range of new opportunities. Beyond the
immediate effect of providing a competitive and convenient heat solution, investments in
heat networks will also serve to raise the profile of the area, enhance its reputation, attract
new investments, promote business growth and innovation and create many new jobs. It will
also provide wider economic and social benefits, including building stronger, more thriving
communities and tackle high incidences of fuel poverty. North East Lincolnshire being one of
the first regions in the UK developing a wide district energy system, will also have the
opportunity to become a business and innovation center for the development of heat
networks in surrounding regions, and potentially on a national level. Experiences from
Scandinavia indicate that there are significant opportunities to boost the local economy,
directly and indirectly, as a result of investments in heat networks.

OBJECTIVES – HEATING UP THE LOCAL ECONOMY

NE LINC aims to become a UK Hotspot for district energy. The Council intends to fully
capitalize on the new opportunities and ensure the benefits are enjoyed by all. This by
establishing the area as a renowned center of excellence for the renewables sector. This will
provide an additional boost to the local economy, thereby attracting further investments and
creating even more jobs. Having become aware of the very positive prospects for investments
into district energy, suppliers from across Europe are currently scrambling to establish a
position in the UK. As the market grows, it will become critical for these suppliers to secure a
local foothold. Short term focus will be on setting upl sales and service organisations,
preferably in co-operation with local partners. Longer term, there will be a need to invest in
logistical hubs, service centers, and even local production assembly and installation capacity.
There is also a need to establish training and competence centers.

COOPERATION WITH NORDIC HEAT

NE LINC has established a cooperation with Nordic Heat and Hotspot Global with the aim to
speed up the implementation of a district energy system, and in the process also optimizing
the commercial, social and environmental benefits and opportunities related to the
investments. Nordic Heat cooperating with the local CATCH Training Centre in running
training seminars is in line with this cooperation, as are the up-coming supply chain events to
be organized by Hotspot Global in partnership with local stakeholders.
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